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EMPLOYMENT  _______________________________________________________________ 

        Full Moon Features (LA-based production company) 

        Development Intern                                                                                                                            Summer ‘13 
 Worked directly under Marketing Director to research and create more successful marketing practices 

 Updated social media regularly through Twitter, Facebook and blogging 

 Observed appropriate on-set production techniques under founder and CEO Charles Band 
 

        Elon Student Television 
        Equipment Checkout Personnel                                                                                                          Feb. – Present 

 Assists in the checkout, return, testing and maintenance of all equipment 
 Attends weekly staff meetings to ensure all employees are aware of new policies and procedures 

 Trained to demonstrate the proper operation of ETV equipment 
 

WSOE 89.3 (Student Radio)                                                                                                   Jan. - Present                  

Music Promotions 
 Co-created show to learn basic operations of a radio studio and DJ responsibilities 
 Conducts video work and YouTube updates for live performances in station 
 Attends regular executive staff meetings to organize live shows and possible concerts for the school 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE  _________________________________________________ 

Elon in Los Angeles          

 Produced, designed graphics and marketed Dead Zone, a 10-minute post-apocalyptic film               Summer 2013 

 Maintained $1,600 budget through crowd-funding, scouted locations and scheduled shooting times 
 Hired both student and professional talent and managed all permits and legal work 

 
Elondocs (Documentary Production Group)                              2012/2013 

Recruitment Director 
 Attended workshops which included interview techniques, lighting, and documentary production 
 Responsible for scheduling student class presentations for recruitment purposes  
 Completed three small documentaries 

Laughelongs (Comedy Improvisation Group)                                                  2012/2013                             

Founder 
 Gain valuable understanding of public speaking and astute thinking methods 
 Create budget, manage bookkeeping and send out informational email updates 
 Organize and lead weekly practices to prepare for performance at school events 

Cinelon (Narrative Cinema Group)                                                                                                        2011/2012 

 Produced commercials for two Doritos Crash the Superbowl competitions 
 Scouted locations, hired talent, scheduled shooting times and managed legal work 
 Received experience with camera operation, video editing, screenwriting, production and public speaking 

 

EDUCATION  _________________________________________________________________ 

Elon University           
Major: Media Arts and Entertainment with a concentration in Cinema                      May 2015 
Minor: Theatre Arts/Multimedia Authoring 

 

MEDIA SKILLS  ________________________________________________________________ 

Technical: Photoshop, Illustrator, Final Cut Pro, Avid, Nikon D90/80/300, Canon T3i/T4i/5D/7D, Rifas 
Social: Facebook, Twitter, Wordpress, Pinterest, Tumblr, Hootsuite 


